
Doubtless you have heard of Patagonia and its legendary wild brown trout – fish of 
8kg, 10kg or even more, regularly taken on the fly!! Patagonia offers without any 
doubt the biggest, strongest brown trout in the world!! Have you ever day dreamed 
that you might be one of those lucky guys bending your rod into a giant trophy Rio 
Grande brown?? Have you ever imagined the thrill of hooking into and landing a new 
WORLD RECORD brown?

Fly fishing for the biggest trouts in the world

The Rio Grande River holds such giant fish in abundance. Offspring of the European Brown 
Trout these fish are encountered on their spawning run back from the ocean to fresh water. 
In Argentina, just above the estuary, there are several luxury lodges hosting fly fishing for 
the angling jet set. They charge $6.000 to $ 8.000 U.S. for a weeks fishing during the main 
season; far too expensive for your pockets!! 



The Rio Grande boasts  a  long main channel  and about hundred km upstream from the 
estuary the river crosses the border into Chile. On their spawning run upstream the giant 
trout pass close by the Cameron Lodge property. Our lodge has access to over 48 km of 
river upstream of the border. It is not as fancy as those on Argentinean side  but has access 
to hundreds of  gorgeous Rio Grande holding pools. Here the river flows through handsome, 
pastoral countryside; in stark contrast to the flat featureless, mud banks closer to estuary. It 
flows  along a  sinuous  meandering  path  between rolling  hills, which greatly  reduces  the 
power of the strong and often cold southerly winds sweeping up from the Antarctic. You 
will not see another single fisherman during your weeks stay at Cameron Lodge. In addition 
to the main Rio Grande you are welcome to cast a fly in several other, little fished, streams 
and lakes spread across the 100.000 ha property.

Accommodation for guests is in a luxury Cameron lodge on the hill overlooking the river. 
Two guests share a room with private bathroom. The group will gather each evening around 
an open fire in the large, welcoming dining to swop tall tales, drink the best Chilean wine 
and feast on delicious home cooked meals.

We will fish Tierra del Fuego during one of the best periods of the season. Our group is 
already pre-booked for the period March 13 to 20th, 2013

Rates are just 4.500 USD per person sharing .
Included:
6 days fishing, 7 days full board accommodation in a luxury Cameron lodge, transfer from Porvenir 
or Rio Grande airport to the lodge and return, all beverages including wine and alcohol, one gillie 
for each two  fly fishermen, all transfers during fishing and fishing license.

Extra: 
Air flights to/from Porvenir or Rio Grande, fishing equipment, hotels and meals while on travel, 
tips, gratuities. 

Tight lines!
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